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Abstract The distinguishing feature of the immersed boundary method (IBM) is that the
simulation of the flow around or inside immersed boundary is carried out on a computa-
tional mesh which does not conform to the boundary shape. The procedure for imposition
of boundary conditions at the immersed boundary is what distinguishes one IBM from
another. This article presents OpenFOAM implementation of an IBM in the cell-centred
finite volume framework based on the so called ”discrete forcing approach” [1] with direct
imposition of boundary conditions. The so called immersed boundary cells are identified
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Figure 1: Pressure for laminar flow around Munk M3 airfoil, for both BF and IB cases

as fluid cells cut by the immersed boundary and boundary condition is imposed at these
cells by modifying discretised transport equation. Dirichlet and neumann boundary condi-
tions are imposed using quadratic interpolation where unknown coefficient are determined
by weighted least square method on extended stencil. Special care is taken to preserve
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global mass conservation property of the numerical solution by properly scaling fluxes
through the face-cage enclosing immersed boundary. Proposed implementation of the
IBM supports polyhedral background meshes and local mesh refinement. For turbulent
flow simulations using RANS turbulence models, a special wall function are implemented.

The IBM implementation is validated with four test cases that cover transient and steady-
state, laminar and turbulent, single phase and free surface two-phase flow. Both integral
values (such as force on the object) and certain fields (such as pressure, or free surface)
are compared with experimental results from literature and show satisfactory agreement.

Figure 2: Pressure contour, turbulent flow around Onera M6 wing
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